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(Communicated by Prof. J. DE GROOT at the meeting of November 27, 1971) 
If X is a Ts topologicel space, it is known that 1x1 <dXXX (d= density 
and x=local neighborhood character [3]). In 2.1 this is improved by 
replacing x by a new smaller cardinal invariant cr, called the net character, 
and by using a slightly more general separation axiom. This result and 
the generalized continuum hypothesis (GCH) are then used to determine 
which pairs of cardinal numbers can arise as dX and 1x1 for some se- 
quential [l] Tz space X. A function space application in which o<x is 
given in [5]. 
The author is pleased to thank W. W. Comfort for some helpful 
comments. 
0 1. If m is a cardinal and (X, t) is a topological space, the m-&sure 
of a subset A (m - cl A) consists of all limits of t-convergent m-nets in A. 
(An m-net is a net whose directed set has cardinality <m.) If m is 
sufficiently large, we can obtain the t-closure operator by iteration of the 
m-closure operator. The least such m is called the net character of X and 
denoted by OX. Spaces with net character <No are precisely the sequential 
spaces. For any space X, OX exists and OX <xX. (Note that if xX is 
finite, then OX = xX = 1.) 
The TS axiom is sufficient for the sequel, but the following weaker 
axiom is also sufficient: 
(T,) Convergent m-nets in X have unique limits if m < OX. 
For results on the precise extent to which sequential spaces with unique 
sequential limits are more general than Tz sequential spaces, see [2]. 
9 2. The proof of the following theorem is by transfinite induction, 
as in [4, Theorem 4.11. One uses [B, Theorem l] and the fact that the set 
of all m-nets in a set A has cardinality < ] A jm. 
THEOREM 2.1. If X is a TZ space, or more generally a T, space, then 
1x1 <ax”=. 
COR~L~~..~RY 2.2. (GCH) If X is a T, space and oX<cf(dX), then 
IX] =dX. (cf= cofinality [3]). 
3 3. We now show which pairs of cardinals can arise as dX and 1x1 
for a sequential space X in which sequential limits are unique. 
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THEOREM 3.1. (GCH) If X is a sequential space with unique sequential 
limits and dX< 1x1, then dX is a sequential cardinal (i.e., cf(cZX)=&) 
and IX]= (dX)-+. C onversely, if n is an infinite sequential cardinal, there 
exists a Tz sequential space X with n = dX< /XI = ,p+. 
PROOF. The first statement follows from 2.2. The converse follows 
(GCH) from the following example, which generalizes an example of 
Mr6wka [7, Example 3.181. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. If @ is any infinite sequential cardinal, there is a 
sequential (in fact locally metrizable) Tz space X such that 1x1 >dX =@. 
The one point compactification of X is a sequential, compact Tz space 
with the desired property. 
PROOF. Express n as a sum &m n, where the index set is the positive 
integers and O<mn <m,+l. Let D be a set with IDI =@. By a result of 
TARSKI [S] there exists S a set of sequences in D such that any two 
sequences in S have at most finitely many common terms and IS] = Um m,. 
Let E be a set disjoint from D with IEl= IS] and put X=D u E. Define 
a topology on X by specifying that each sequence in S converge to the 
corresponding point in E. 
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